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TOWARDS A
EUROPEAN CITY MODEL?
Joan Clos
t is difficult to speak of a standard
European model of the city if we take
into account the diversity of the continent’s cities, especially in terms of their
respective traditions, whether AngloSaxon, Central European, Nordic or
Mediterranean. Nonetheless, we can
extract a set of common characteristics
that are present in all these cities, and which
define a similar way of understanding the city.
The normative European city is a dense,
compact area where a host of various activities occur in the same place and where there
are also people from a substantial mix of
social backgrounds. Its public areas are places
of peaceful, enriching co-existence. Its residents’ mobility is not entirely dependant on
cars and public transport plays a major role.
Let’s examine the aforementioned characteristics more closely. We are talking about
cities that are:
– Compact: grouped around a core and
rather than sprawling like American
cities, thereby preserving the integrity
and coherence of their open spaces;
– Suitably dense: favouring mobility on
foot or by public transport, bringing
services closer, and avoiding an excessive
level of green field development;
– Used for many purposes in the same area:
combining residence, work and leisure to
create an urban lifestyle that is diverse
and complex;
– Home to people from diverse backgrounds: reducing the tendency towards
ghettoes caused by income, origin or
race, thus encouraging better levels of
social integration;
– Based on public spaces: these act as integrating platforms for various activities
and for peaceful co-existence of different
social groups;
– Places where public transport dominates:
the pressure of private cars is limited.
These features are interdependent. Public
transport needs a high concentration of people, and public areas also call for a variety of
uses. All of this shapes the city.
This form of city construction originated
in part from the city’s maturity and size when
the industrial revolution began and when private vehicles first made their appearance. It
was a city accustomed to compact, high density lifestyles; either within city walls or within
surrounding districts. Activities were mixed
and everything took place in the areas marked
out by streets or public squares. This tradition
continued at the advent of the industrial
revolution, when homes lay cheek-by-jowl
with factories.
At the start of the 20th Century, economic activity became more specialised, especially
in industry and transport. The demand for
quality housing and improved living conditions in the city prompted public health officials and modern architects to try and regenerate the city. Such regeneration, however, was
often carried out with considerable respect
to the existing city fabric, and zoning redirected new economic and residential uses towards
the suburbs. Consequently, the compactness
of the core was preserved. However, the city
witnessed spatial segregation of activities and
sometimes a reduction of densities in the new
growth areas.
The other major factor behind the trans-
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ondon’s relationship with its public domain is changing. Walk
along Kingsway, a busy thoroughfare split by an underpass and
polluting traffic, and you will
find nearly twenty new bars, cafes,
sandwich shops and fusion-food
takeaways, all of them opened in
the past five years. They are crowded and
thriving, and they spill out onto the street.
Many have young French, Italian and Polish
staff serving behind the counters, demonstrating a seemingly natural expertise at handling an espresso or toasting a panino.
These scenes are duplicated across
London, in the high streets of Clerkenwell and
Chiswick, Stratford and Stoke Newington.
The new cappuccino culture reflects not only
the pervasive presence of a younger and more
international population, but also a new attitude to London’s “old” public realm.
Historically, London’s public spaces have been
residential squares, or larger parks. The city’s
current imagination of public realm encompasses spaces that are less green and more
densely occupied; a shift in lifestyle that is
both threatening and enriching. The downside is the pervasive consumerism that nullifies street culture; the upside is the recognition that the quality of the public realm –
paving, lighting, street furniture and landscaping – does matter, and that we are beginning to take pride in how our city looks and
feels after years of neglect.
Trafalgar Square must be the flagship
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of this new-found attitude. Somerset House,
Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall, the renovated
Southbank, and the King’s Road are others.
Trafalgar Square had become a race track
with three lanes of traffic whizzing round the
“heart of the capital”, where Londoners have
traditionally met to celebrate, commiserate
and protest. Only four years ago, it was hard
to reach the heart of the Square; a perception
reinforced by the statistic that in 1997 less
than 10% of users were Londoners. The simple act of reuniting one side of Trafalgar
Square to the National Gallery, and opening
a grand staircase to the north, has redefined
the sense of both enclosure and permeability
to one of London’s iconic urban landmarks.
Today, tourists and Londoners alike use the
space as a stage-set of theatre and reality.
Regardless of the, at times, overly aggressive
programming of events, Trafalgar Square
does perform an important function in the
public life of the capital; and all this without
the overpowering presence of retail.
The Mayor of London has followed the
lead of Rome, Barcelona and Copenhagen in
initiating the 100 Public Spaces programme,
which aims to transform three places in every
London borough over the next decade. The
goal is to create spaces that work throughout
the day and year, for the many constituencies
that are beginning to re-engage with the city’s
public realm. As such, they constitute a new
approach to inner city liveability at a time
of increasing density and rising demands for
quality open spaces.

Behind central London’s facade of happy
consumerism lies another reality. London
may be one of the world’s greatest cities, yet
its physical environment does not live up to
this reputation, and in many ways it epitomises JK Galbraith’s maxim of “private affluence,
public squalor”. The so-called public space
of many housing estates is “SLOAP” (Space
Left Over After Planning); abandoned territories of fear and conflict which only now are
receiving attention. Much of London remains
gritty to the point of squalor, with cracking
pavement, unsafe lighting, an incoherent
clutter of street furniture, poor design and
shoddy workmanship.
While the tension between inner city
residents and night-time revellers seems to
have attained equilibrium in the streets of
Barcelona, Amsterdam or Manhattan,
London is still struggling to balance this
equation. The City of Westminster famously
reversed its decision to pedestrianise a large
part of Soho because of the noise and disruption it caused to the local residents (i.e. voters), including acres of rubbish from heaving
restaurants and bars. As inner-city regeneration grows increasingly reliant on the mantra
of mixed-use development, its combination
of different and at times incompatible activities can engender conflict and fuel a sense of
increasing social exclusion.
As ever, in this profoundly mercantile
city, private investors have got there first. In
the 18th and 19th Centuries, London’s developers created beautiful and sustainable setpieces of urban design: the great squares and
streets of Bloomsbury, Belgravia or Bedford
Park. In the 1980s, Canary Wharf took the
bold steps of investing in high quality open
spaces for its privileged users in what was then
an unknown location. This has paid off handsomely. Retail developers have taken note: the
remodelling of the Elephant & Castle site will

replace an enclosed shopping mall with a traditional grid of streets, and interstitial landscaped public spaces. Today Broadgate,
Paddington Basin and More London vie to
create London’s slickest and most controlled
environments as unique selling points of
these emerging commercial districts.
One pressing question is if, and how,
London can leverage private funding for
public realm projects without relinquishing
control to private interests. The Elephant &
Castle scheme illustrates the challenge of
revamping a space’s negative image while preserving its character and generating benefits
for local stakeholders.
The promotional rhetoric of new projects
at Stratford City, Elephant & Castle, King’s
Cross and White City privileges the design
of their spaces over the design of their buildings, underscoring the significance of public
space in realising the commercial potential
of a regeneration area. While this signals
a new-found engagement with the civic, the
increasing privatisation of the “public” realm
raises questions about whether and how
London’s public spaces can create the spontaneous possibilities of truly urban places and
continue to be spaces where, as Richard
Sennett put it, you feel safe “lost in a crowd.”
Ricky Burdett is the Director of Urban Age and
Centennial Professor in Architecture and
Urbanism, London School of Economics and
Political Science

formation of cities in the 20th Century was
the private vehicle, which offered the appeals
of freedom and efficiency. New growth areas
in European cities were built around car use.
However, the old city centre was ill-equipped
for this new traffic. Consequently it encountered major problems when trying to make
cars the universal means of transport as
American cities had done. Due to the compactness and density of European cities, public transport had to play a vital role to ensure
the city’s function.
The original city, which still exists, is now
the heart of this new European city, thanks
to its capacity to transform itself, to integrate
economic and social changes and, at times, to
rebuild what war had thoroughly destroyed.
This is a complicated, yet necessary, internal
transformation, and public authorities have
been highly involved in the process. This can
be seen with the remodelling of the old Paris
by Haussmann or the opening of the Via
Laietana in Barcelona, for example.
Of course, we cannot say that all European cities are true to these characteristics.
In many cases they show opposite trends,
especially when they have undergone expansion and transformation in the latter half
of the 20th Century. We can mention countless examples of this. Other cities are paradigms of this European model and yet, combine compactness with dispersion, as is the
case of the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona.
Why is this so?
Social segregation and specialisation in
production are spontaneous trends brought
about by individuals, groups and sectors with
a view to improving efficiency. This gives rise
to spatial segregation which is supported by
people simply expecting the car to solve all
their mobility problems. In the long run, this
zoned approach to the city, which for a certain
time was useful for production, generally
brings about strong restrictions to a city’s economic and social efficiency. Accordingly, we
must seek different models of organisation.
As we enter the 21st Century, how are the
internationalisation of socio-economic relations and the growth of the knowledge economy influencing the European city?
Industrial manufacturing activity is losing its specific weight in the economy, particularly in Europe and the rest of the developed
world. This is due both to the relocation of
production to other places and to the declining use of human labour in the manufacturing process. Classic industrial specialisation
will no longer play a major part in shaping
the city, but creative synergy in all spheres
of services and production activity requiring
high levels of knowledge, will find a better
setting in this complex but not necessarily
standardised city. In this sense, we may say
that the characteristic traits of the European
city are efficient in terms of advanced economic development.
From the standpoint of positive co-existence in the city, experience shows that solutions which create ghettoes, while apparently
straightforward and reassuring in the shortterm, may sow the seeds of far-reaching conflicts, whereas integrating solutions, although
more complicated, better contribute to establishing and enriching long-term co-existence.
Lastly, it should be pointed out that the
compact, integrated city is friendlier to its

surroundings, offering coherence and diversity and environmental benefits (conservation of energy, water, air).
Nevertheless, it is necessary to avoid the
unconsidered and standardised repetition
of these characteristics. We must not forget
that some of the features we now value such as
density, without quality urban design and
with a mix of incompatible uses for example,
have led in the past to situations of deep crisis
in the city and could do so again in the future.
We therefore need to “reinvent” older
European cities on the basis of their experiences of urban transformation. Their continuing capacity for transformation, by preserving their assets and at the same time
rectifying failures, will once again make it
possible to rebuild cities that can look to the
future with optimism.
Joan Clos is the Mayor of Barcelona

From top to bottom: detailed ground plans showing
one kilometre squares of Barcelona, Paris, Berlin
and London
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